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https://xkcd.com/882/

Se não conhecem o xkcd.com… vale a pena explorar!





https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3341407/

Adicionei ao Fenix





NEW RESOURCE: THE R BOOK



Generalized Linear Models

http://r-eco-evo.blogspot.com/2017/05/generalized-linear-models.html

http://spatialecology.weebly.com/r-code--data/category/glm

(continued!)

http://r-eco-evo.blogspot.com/2017/05/generalized-linear-models.html
http://spatialecology.weebly.com/r-code--data/category/glm


Working further 

on a GLM 

example



Como ver o modelo GLM estimado?





Note that now, even for residuals that are truly from a Poisson model, you get patterns in 

the residuals!



HANDS-ON GLM



Usando os dados “parqueseolicos.csv”, pasta FENIX “Parques Eólicos” - Explicar a 

mortalidade em função de 4 variáveis independentes









With such a small number of variables, we might just fit all the models and pick the best!

This can be done using function bestglm in package bestglm (note that while the model 

is a simple linear model, the function can cope with GLMs too!). 

The first argument MUST be a matrix with all the variables, and the last column needs to be 

the response variable. 

In this case, we get the same result as the backwards procedure, which is reassuring, as for many 

variables, doing all the possible combinations becomes computationally intense.



Regression with Interactions 

https://www.theanalysisfactor.com/interpret-main-effects-interaction/

https://www.theanalysisfactor.com/interpret-main-effects-interaction/


In a regression context we are usually interested in explaining a response 

variable as a function of independent covariates

Response=function(var1 + var 2 + ….+ var k)

The default approach is to consider that these independent covariates act 

independently on the response, but…

Sometimes the effect of one covariate might depend on the level of a factor 

or on the value of a second variable that one is considering – this is called an 

interaction

As an example, the impact on the weight of a fish of a given type of food 

might be dependent on the temperature at which the fish is living. In such a 

case we would say there is an interaction between temperature and diet in 

the determination of a fish weight.



When defining a model in R, we represent an interaction term between variables A 

and B as A:B. If we want to run a model to explain Y that includes variables A and B 

and their interaction, we can use

Y~A+B+A:B 

or equivalently

Y~A*B

mod1=lm(ys~xs1+xs2+xs1:xs2)
mod2=lm(ys~xs1*xs2)



What is really an interaction?

The new diet helps females gain weight, but it actually 

makes males lighter! In other words, the new diet is 

not better or worse, it depends on the sex!



Large negative 

interaction

Small positive 

interaction

No

interaction

Small negative 

interaction



A POLAR BEAR STORY…





























Aside: in fact, we already saw an example of an interaction

when we were looking at a particular case of a regression

model, the ANCOVA example, in the case of the

ANCOVA with different slopes – that is an interaction

effect, in which the slope of a relationship – i.e. the effect

of one continuous covariate - depends on the level of a

factor.

Now we can make it even more general if two or more

quantitative covariates influence the response, but that

response is dependent of the value of another

covariate…

Interactions for continuous covariates



We can see that each of the variables per se, xs1, xs2 or their product xs12 (i.e. their interaction) could be relevant 

to explain the response variable! But… hey… xs2 seems to have a positive effect in the response!!!



All terms are (not 

surprisingly given the plots) 

statistically significant!

Naturally the same happens with the overall test over the significance of regression models

Very high 

correlation –

would 

probably 

never happen 

in practice!

Note these are estimates of true values of 20, 2, -4, 3
The model implemented

Parameter 

standard errors: 

these depend on 

sample size and 

the true variability





Significant positive effect on 

the response…



Significant positive effect on 

the response…



Failing to include significant interactions could lead one to wrongly

conclude that a variable that in reality has a negative effect on 

the response happens to have a significant positive impact on the 

response!

Therefore, exploring important interactions is important, and failing 

to include relevant ones might cause errors (while including 

spurious ones might also mask some real effects, see next slides!).

This was a 2-way interaction. 

One can think about 3-way interactions or even higher order 

interactions, but no one can interpret those models anymore!

modK=lm(ys~xs1*xs2*xs3*xs4)





Type II 

errors

Including interactions which are not real can mask the true influence of relevant variables!!




